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Month of birth
11
dob
30

year of birth
1956
time of birth
2
first name
A
middle name
B
last name
C
minutes of birth
0
hour of birth
2
place of birth
London
country
UK
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1
Dear Mr.ARJUN PUNDIT ,
Thanks for your trust.
You have a long name, 5 words-. To build focus and for
success using max of 3 names or shorter version of names is
more affective and powerful.
We will try to give you a good combination.
Your name A B C comes to value of 80=8+0=8= SATURN.
Saturn is a ruler of obstacles as you know.
Your destiny number= 11(Nov) + 30+1956(=21) =
11+30+21 = 11+3+3 = 17/8= Saturn. Once again cause of
obstacles and delays.

Now as you are born on 30 November the time for
Sagittarius, ruled by Jupiter the ruler of money. Also 30= 30 = Jupiter-saturn combination.
So your day number = 30= 3+0= Jupiter
Month number or sun sign= Jupiter(Sagittarius and Scorpio
mix).
Jupiter stands for money- then why is there an issue in
money flow?
The reasons are people born on this date generally have
issuer with money after crossing middle age. But not very
generally.
Also Your core numbers are Jupiter(stands for money) and
Saturn( stands for ascetism and less money more problems.
You have more energy of Saturn.
Also in your lagan chart below

Saturn rules obstacles that is 6th house. It can create severe
obstacles to any of your ventures as it is in 3rd house.
So Mr ARJUN PUNDIT = {30% Jupiter energy} +
{50% Saturn energy}+{20% Mars energy}. We want
to increase Jupiter energy for you.
So your numbers and astrology both confirm to one
thing!(You see the Magic of astrology and
numerology- your numbers and planets both talk the
same thing!) That is increase energy of Jupiter and
decrease energy of mars. Jupiter is fine in your case.
By Your horoscope you also have a malefic mars and sun.
So you have to avoid being aggressive/impulsive and
dominating or insistent on your views for success.
Specific Analysis:
Self awareness helps to do better business (about
you):
Avoid being dominating or aggressive.
Jupiter could make a persona bit conventional in nature.
Jupiter helps to attract more money.
Also chant with reverence
This year opportunities can come as suggested- but you
have to stay focused and avoid restlessness or indulgence
beyond a point.
BONUS more remedied:
Draw this yantra on a piece of Paper on Thursday and you
could put it in your purse to attract good luck. Also over all
name change and yantra/mantra below could help in family
and business or career relationships

OM BRIM BRIHASPATAYE Namaha 108 X as many times you
can daily
That is prayer to energies of Jupiter
Prayer to GOD and respect for teacher would help you a lot
now.

LUCKY Name
“Arjun B C A ”
OR
“Arjun A ”
Dasha(planetary Periods) You run now :
Ketu-Rahu till May/ 27/2016
Ketu-jupiter till end of May 2017
Jupiter period work hard to get what is due to you by
destiny also you name is well balanced now
One important lesson of life is
Success = Numerology + Directed Hard Work
Suggestions/Remedies:

Wearing 5-6 rattis pukhraj/yellow saphire (in gold to
be worn in index finger on Thursday) would be very
good help in education.





Offering service to one’s Guru/teachers
Prayer every morning
Offer banana pieces to birds
Offer bundi laddue to birds.

Also
 Could chant shiva sahastraanam
 Do rudra-abhishek by trained person

Wishing you best of luck for the future

:)!

With Warm Regards,
Astrozing.com

NOTE:
Name change takes effect from 3 weeks to 3 months. Use
the changed name as much as you can in your written
communications, visiting cards and there may not be much
need to get it changed legally.
One has to understand that the scientific name change will
not fundamentally alter the destiny, but will definitely
improve on the imbalances in your number chart, reduce
conflicts in the numbers and make the vibration of your
name relatively luckier for you.

We have tried to give you the best service in ancient Vedic
astro-numerology based on deep and long scientific
research in ALL ancient and proven methods of Vedic astronumerology and modern scientific analysis, which brings in
BEST RESULTS for you. That also done by a person who is a
technology expert from world’s best institute (IIT) – along
with over 14+ years of experience(In India and USA) in
Astro-Numerology!
Hope you will find it useful to solve your problem. In that
case would you like your friends, office colleagues, relatives
and near & dear ones also to benefit from this unique and
very helpful service? Sure, they are all welcome!
All your comments & suggestions are welcome! We are
always ready to help you.

